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Plastic Collapse of Cylinders
Under Constrained Conditions
This paper deals with an experimental methodology of the large deformation of cylin
under constrained sides and end conditions. A specific arrangement of two geomet
identical cylinders compressed laterally is studied under different quasi-static strain r
Several tests are performed using two different structural situations. In the first case
two cylinders are made from superplastic tin-lead alloy, while in the second case
cylinder is made from superplastic and the other from steel. Different cylindrical ge
etries are investigated having the same cross sectional area with different ratios of
to outer diameter (di/do). The load-deflection curves are recorded and then the e
absorbed per unit volume is determined. The experiments show obviously the rema
sensitivity of the utilized superplastic to the strain rate in the range of 1025/s–1023/s. A
two-dimensional finite element simulation is also conducted describing the collaps
havior of these cylindrical geometries in both structural cases under different strain ra
A confrontation with experimental observation shows that the predictions describe
well the experiments.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1543970#
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I Introduction
Since the past three decades, a great number of impact e

neering problems has been investigated focusing notably on
dynamic response of structures in the plastic range. Devices
lizing large plastic deformation are widely used as a mean
absorbing energy and have a substantial role to play in the
provement of aircraft crashworthiness and vehicular collisions@1#
with the objective of minimizing human suffering and financ
losses. A number of literature surveys representing the state o
art in this field~e.g.,@2–7#! give detailed discussions of the tec
niques and theoretical treatments of different absorbing devic

Large plastic behavior of mechanical elements~plates, shells,
tubes, stiffeners,..! when subjected to various types of load h
been the subject of several experimental and theoretical resea
over the last decades. The main goal of these investigations
better understand the modes of deformation, then the resu
failure and the energy dissipation patterns during collapses. N
that the majority of the structures are subjected predominantl
compressive loads. For any given device, the capability to ab
the energy depends, in general, on the magnitude, type
method of application of loads, strain rates, deformation or d
placement patterns and material properties@4#. Moreover, each
device has its own characters and features, so to understan
material response during collapse, the plastic flow~collapse
mechanisms! should be well determined through experimen
procedures.

Cylindrical tubes are deformable elements, which lead the
selves to a wide variety of applications such as energy absorb
They can be plastically buckled under the action of axial lo
theories for the buckling in the plastic region~zone in which the
plastic strain is well localized leading to plastic hinges! were sug-
gested under static and dynamic loads~@8–12,6,13# and others!.
They can be also plastically flattened along their common tang
under compressive load~e.g., @14–20#!, turned inside out~tube
inversion! ~@21–24# and others!. Hence, the crushing~axially or
laterally! of cylinders has received a great deal of attention in
contest of energy dissipating systems.

Recently, studies have been carried out concerning the l
plastic collapse of cylinders employing a special rig without co

Contributed by the Materials Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENGI-
NEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY. Manuscript received by the Material
Division December 4, 2001; revision received July 3, 2002. Associate Editor: H
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strained sides and end conditions under different strain rates@25–
26#. As a complementary study, the aim of this work is to expe
mentally investigate the capability of a new proposed mechan
device~Fig. 1! in absorbing the energy and to understand the la
plastic collapse mechanisms of the structures under lateral c
pressive load in the case where the sides and the end of cylin
are constrained. The same cylinders as in@25,26# with different
inside/outside diameter ratios (R5di/do) ranging from 0 to
0.473, are tested under different strain rates in the range
1025/s– 1023/s. Two different structural situations are studied.
the first case, both cylinders are made from superplastic tin-l
alloy ~deformable-deformable situation! referred to as~DD!, while
in the second case, one cylinder is superplastic and the oth
steel. In this case referred to as deformable-nondeformable s
tion ~DND!, the steel cylinder deforms elastically during the te
while the superplastic cylinder deforms plastically. The numeri
prediction is made through the finite element technique mode

M.Fig. 1 Sectioned view of the assembled rig of the constrained
situation tests
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 215
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the lateral collapse of two geometrically identical cylinders. N
merical solutions are carried out in finite rate-dependent plasti
~viscoplasticity! adopting the assumptions of plane strain and
Norton-Hoff’s law as material behavior. The FE technique c
appropriately reproduce the observed plastic flow, compres
force and energy absorbed evolutions during the plastic defor
tion of cylinders at different strain rates. Such simulations
conducted with a commercial finite element code FORG
~Forge2 user’s manual!. This leads, despite the geometric assum
tion and the simplicity of the employed constitutive law, to d
scribe appropriately the collapse behavior of the cylinders.

II Experimental Procedure and Results
Cylindrical specimens of different~R! values are made from

superplastic tin-lead alloy~61.9 percent–38.1 percent by weigh!.
They are produced by forward extrusion with about 80 perc
reduction having almost the same cross-sectional area. A leng
20 mm is always discarded after extrusion giving specim
lengths of 60 mm. For further details on the production techniq
of the cylindrical specimens, the reader is to refer to the refere
~Abdul-Latif, 2000!. The final dimensions of the employed cylin
ders are listed in Table 1.

The experimental tests are conducted using a special rig~Fig.
1!. The whole specimens are loaded between the platens o
Instron Universal Testing Machine at three constant cross h
speeds, 0.2, 5, and 20 mm/min, giving almost according to Abd
Latif @25# the representative strain rates of 731025/s, 1.8
31023/s and 731023/s, respectively. In order to ensure the e
perimental results accuracy, each test is repeated twice unde
same experimental conditions~applied speed and temperature!.
All tests are systematically conducted at the room temperatur
the difference between the two responses exceeds three pe
then another test has to be performed. For each case of R,
tests are conducted under increasing loading at different s
rates given above. Figures 2 and 3 show some selected l
deflection behaviors in the case of DD and DND, respectiv
The variation of the energy absorbed per unit volume withR ratio

Fig. 2 Load-deflection characteristics at different strain rates
in the deformable-deformable „DD… situation for the specimens
of RÄ0.348

Table 1 Dimensions of tested cylinders

No. (do), mm (di), mm di/do (R)
length 10,

mm volume, mm3

1 24.4 0.0 0.0 60 28055,7
2 24.9 5.08 0.204 60 28001,2
3 25.5 7.2 0.283 60 28199,4
4 26.1 9.1 0.348 60 28198,9
5 27.7 13.1 0.473 60 28070,8
216 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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is experimentally pointed out in Figs. 4 and 7 for a given ax
displacement for DD and DND, respectively. In order to study
flow mechanism in the case of DD and DND, the collapsed c
inders were sectioned, polished, projected on a profile projecto
a magnification of ten and then traced. Figure 8 shows trace

Fig. 3 Load-deflection characteristics at different strain rates
in the deformable-nondeformable „DND… situation for the speci-
mens of RÄ0

Fig. 4 Variation of energy absorbed per unit volume versus R
for the deformable-deformable „DD… situation under the three
strain rates for dÄ8 mm

Fig. 5 Experimental comparison between the mechanical be-
haviors of the four used cylinders in the deformable-
deformable case under representative strain rate of 7 Ã10À3Õs
Transactions of the ASME
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cross sections of a cylinder havingR50.348 at different axial
displacements under the strain rate of 1.831023/s for both struc-
tural situations~DD and DND!.

III Basic Formulation
For many years, a number of different approaches for fin

element simulation of large deformation of mechanical part h
been presented. These approaches differ in several fundam
aspects. Such differences can be with respect to kinematic
scription, constitutive description and solution methodology.
this paper, the two-dimensional finite element code~FORGE2! is
based on the flow approach with a rigid viscoplastic model, wh
the stress is expressed in terms of strain rates. The approa
based on an updated Lagrangian description, where the geom
is fixed in each time step while equilibrium is iteratively solve
The geometry is then updated based on the calculated noda
locities. In the following, an all-encompassing presentation of
constitutive law and finite element formulation are given dem
strating the basic equations of the numerical prediction, especi
the dissipated energy expression.

III.1 Constitutive Model. Many constitutive equations
have been proposed for superplastic materials@27–28#. The level
of sophistication of the model employed must be weighed w
accuracy and efficiency considerations as well as the qualita

Fig. 6 Experimental comparison between the mechanical be-
haviors of the four used cylinders in the deformable-
deformable case under representative strain rate of 1.8
Ã10À3Õs

Fig. 7 Variation of energy absorbed per unit volume versus R
for the deformable-nondeformable „DND… situation under the
three strain rates for dÄ6 mm
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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and quantitative knowledge of the material. A fairly accurate re
resentation of the superplastic material behavior is required
make analysis results meaningful.

The most important effect in any superplastic constitut
model is the rate dependence. Superplastic flow is a creep
nomenon, which for uniaxial loading is approximately describ
by the equation:

s52K~A3«̇ !m«nGp (1)

wheres, «, and «̇ are the uniaxial stress, strain and strain ra
respectively.G is a parameter defining the grain size.K, m, n, and
p are the material parameters. Thermal effects, grain size ev
tion and distribution effects should also be included as other le
of sophistication. In this paper,n ~strain hardening exponent! is
taken equal to zero. This is a good approximation sincen is small
in reality. For simplification, the equivalent flow stress may
regarded in three-dimensional case as a function of the strain
only as follows:

sd52K~~A3d!m21D (2)

Fig. 8 Profiles of projected cross sections of hollow cylinders
at RÄ0.348 after deformation in „a… DD and „b… DND situations
„numerical and experimental comparison …
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 217
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wheresd is the deviator of the Cauchy stress tensors, D is the
strain rate tensor andd̄5A2/3(D:D).

This expression is known as the Norton-Hoff’s law. The ma
influencing factor is the exponent m, which measures the st
rate sensitivity of the material.

III.2 Finite Element Formulation. The rate problem can
be represented by the deformation of a given domain~V! between
one fixed toolG0 and another movable toolG tool , which is as-
sumed to be rigid and moving with a velocityVtool . The material
~V! is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible
its behavior is given by~Eq. 2!, whereas the boundary traction
zero on the free boundaryG free, the contact zones between th
tools (G0 andG tool) and the work piece is modeled with conta
conditions. On the tools, the nonpenetration condition is given

~v2vdie!"n5vs"n50 (3)

If the reversible friction displacement is neglected, a viscopl
tic friction behavior can be used. It is described by a nonlin
relation between the shear stresst and the tangential velocity
differencevs at the tool part interfacesG0 andG tool :

t52a fKuvsuq21vs (4)

where,a f is the friction coefficient andq, which is often equal to
m, represents the sensitivity index to the sliding velocity.

The virtual power principle gives the integral form for any vi
tual velocity fieldv* :

E
V

s:D* dV1E
V

rfv* dV2E
G0øG tool

tv* dS50 (5)

where, f is the volumic force andD* is the virtual strain rate
tensor. In order to satisfy the incompressibility condition, the p
alty formulation is often used:

E
V

s:D* dV1E
V

rfv* dV2E
G0øG tool

tv* dS

1E
V

rp div~v!div~v* !dV50 (6)

with r is a sufficiently large penalty constant and

div~v!5I :D (7)

is the rate of volume change per unit volume.I is the identity
tensor.

Using the classical displacement~velocity! based on finite ele-
ment method with isoparametric elements, the following line
interpolation function has been used:

v5(
n

Nn~j!Vn, v* 5(
n

Nn~j!Vn* , D5(
n

Bn~j!Vn

(8)

the penalty formulation~Eq. 6! is immediately discritised into:

E
V t

2K~A3d!m21D:BndV1E
V t

rf NndV

1E
~G0øG tool!t

a fKuvsuq21vsNndS1E
V t

rp div~v!tr~Bn!dV50

(9)

wherej are the local coordinates,Nn the shape functions,Bn the
shape function gradients, andVn the nodal velocity vectors.

These equations are solved by a Newton-Raphson iterative
cedure using sub-incrementation when necessary. An explici
tegration scheme is used to update the configuration. The n
coordinates are then updated by writing:

Xt1Dt5Xt1V~ t !Dt (10)
218 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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Moreover, the total dissipated energy dissipation of the de
mation process at the timet is determined using the following
expression in the case of the Norton-Hoff’s friction law~Eq. 4!.

W5E
t0

t S E
V

K~A3d!m11dV1E
~G0øG tool!t

a fKuvsuq11dSD dt

(11)

III.3 Remeshing. With an updated Lagrangian formulation
the nodes of the mesh follow the kinematic evolution of the m
terial points. This method leads to a highly distorted mesh du
the large deformation of the material. When the final topology
very different from the initial one, the same mesh topology
generally not convenient for the whole process. For these reas
remeshing~available in FORGE2! becomes mandatory and take
place frequently in some examples~it can be more than 300
meshes!. Therefore, a new mesh is automatically generated
soon as one of the following criteria are reached:~i! distortion of
a finite element or a segment of the boundary;~ii ! bad description
of the die-part interface;~iii ! large curvature of the segments o
the free boundary; and finally,~iv! detection of a fold.

IV Results and Discussion
In the case of two deformable cylinders~DD!, different experi-

mental tests are conducted investigating the effect of the speci
geometry and the strain rate on the mechanical collapse of
structure.

As a typical example, Fig. 2 shows the load-deflection cur
for R50.348. In this case, a rapid evolution of the lateral co
pressive force is recorded for small axial deflections followed
an almost plateau region and then by a final rapid force evolut
This figure displays an increasing of the compressive force w
the strain rate increasing for a given deflection. Reflected
doubtedly by the material rate sensitivity, the divergence of
load-deflection curves is distinctly observed with increasing
flection. Moreover, at any particular load, the plastic strain
creases as theR ratio is increased. Similarly, at any particula
deflection, the required load is also increased as the strain
increases.

As in @25,26#, the structural geometry of the cylinder~R! plays
also a considerable role in dissipating the energy for the cur
developed device. Fig. 4 displays the evolution of the energy
sorbed per unit volume versusR for a selected axial deflection o
8 mm. In general, the energy absorbed is mainly consumed a
beginning by a flattening process in the contact zone between
two cylinders, then, with more increasingd, the flattening takes
place at the constraining walls of the rig and in the radial flo
which causes the closure of the bore. Due to a change in the
mechanism forR50.473 at the strain rate of 1.831023/s and 7
31023/s, the energy absorbed increases rapidly at the strain
of 731023/s, decreases under the strain rate of 1.831023/s and
becomes almost stable for the smallest strain rate. It is obv
now that the flow mechanism of the superplastic changes not
for structures havingR>0.348 as in@25#. In order to better un-
derstand this observation, a comparison between the mecha
behaviors of the four different cylinders is conducted at the str
rate of 731023/s ~Fig. 5!. For the axial deflections more than 1
mm, the flow mechanism changes just after the plateau reg
where the collapse behavior is completely diverged especially
R50 and 0.283 with respect toR50.348 and 0.473. In addition
the cylinders ofR50.283 and 0.348 behave almost similarly up
an axial deflection around 9 mm~Fig. 5!. The similarity of the
collapse behavior between 0.283 and 0.348 remains valid u
d58 mm at the strain rate of 1.831023/s as demonstrated in Fig
6, then, a distinct divergence between these structures is appr
ately shown. Therefore, it is recognized that the collapse beha
of the cylinder is principally governed by the geometrical fac
~R! and the applied strain rate.
Transactions of the ASME
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The flow mechanism of the deformable cylinder ofR50.348,
for example, is studied under the strain rate of 1.831023/s at two
selected axial deflections of 6 and 10 mm~Fig. 8~a!!. Under these
selected deflections, the bore closure does not completely o
but the plastic strain, especially ford510 mm, is generally local-
ized in certain zones around the bore.

For the deformable–nondeformable~DND! case, the same
strain rates andR ratio are used as in the DD case. The expe
mental load-deflection curves are presented in Fig. 3 forR50 ~as
an example!. Each structure is tested under these strain rates.
3 shows the same finding obtained in the DD case, i.e., the gre
the strain rate, the lower the ratioR, the greater the required forc
is needed for a given deflection. The curves diverge with incre
ing deflection due to the change in the strain rate. This reflects
material sensitivity to the strain rate especially in the range
1024/s– 1023/s @29#.

The variation of the energy absorbed per unit volume w
respect toR for a given axial deflection~6 mm! is shown in
Fig. 7. Note that an important part of the energy is consum
by the indentation of the steel cylinder in the superplastic o
i.e., the horizontal flattening is eliminated and replaced
indentation. Another part of energy is absorbed during the flat
ing of deformable cylinder at constraining walls. ForR50.348,
the rate of charge of the energy absorbed for any gi
axial deflection is decreased especially for the strain rate
1.831023/s. Whereas, forR50.473, the energy absorbe
slightly increases under the strain rate of 1.831023/s compared
with those results obtained in the case ofR50.348. This is
related to the change of the plastic collapse mechanism
R>0.348.

Concerning the flow mechanism, four successive deform
states~for axial deflections: 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm! are displayed
in Fig. 8~b! revealing the real progressive mechanism
the bore closure related directly with the amount of t
imposed axial deflection at the strain rate of 1.831023/s.
Note that a relatively complete bore closure takes place
d510 mm.

The focus of the finite element simulation is to check the p
sibility to predict the experimental plastic collapse of the tub
system of constrained sides and end described previo
The idea is to adopt the two-dimensional plane strain and emp
ing the Norton-Hoff’s law to reproduce the main phenomena
countered in such process. Although, the problem is thr
dimensional, it appears that the plane strain assump
gives generally an acceptable prediction of the flow mechan
and energy absorbing capacity. The simulated cases are selec
such a manner that the combination of the principal influen
parameters are appropriately taken into account like geomet
and compressive strain rate as well as the structural situat
~DD and DND! specified in the previous section. These structu
exhibit generally several important features such as:~i! nonhomo-
geneous deformations;~ii ! variable regions of contact betwee
deformed cylinders and rig;~iii ! the variation of the strain
rate at material points; and~iv! rapid rise of total rig force
when an important part between the cylinders and the rig is
contact.

For the finite element analysis, based on the geometr
symmetry, only one half part of the specimen is descritiz
with six-node elements. Fig. 9 displays the undeformed mes
in both cases of DD and DND situations~with a hollow
cylinder!. The die is modeled as a rigid surface. The num
of elements is varying according to the treated case~233 to
376 elements!. The density values of meshes are 5 to
meshes.

In actual compression test, it is difficult to determine the ex
frictional condition at the interface between the die and cylinde
Therefore, some simulations are performed for one case
cylinder geometry with the DD situation under the friction
condition specified by the following friction coefficients
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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0.0, 0.05, and 0.3. By comparing the results on the load deflec
curves, it has been noticed that the load agrees reason
well with lower deflection ~d,9 mm!, but differences are
recorded at higher deflections. Since the most comparison
experimental results are performed under the deflection ofd510
mm, the rest of simulations are thus performed under frictionl
condition. Moreover, the model parameters~material consistency
~K! and the strain rate sensitivity~m!! have been already cali
brated by Abdul-Latif@25# giving respectivelyK5180 MPa and
m50.395.

Many aspects are going to be investigated in this finite elem
simulation under quasi-static loading conditions. It can be no
from examination of Figs. 2 and 3, forR50 and 0.348 for both
DD and DND situations, that the load-deflection curves indic
that the predictions describe fairly well the experimental resu
notably the rate dependence. Note that jumps in load occur in
predicted result whenever new nodes come into contact with
die.

Figures 4 and 7 reveal that, within the experimental limitatio
the energy absorbed per unit volume for each system increas
the strain rate is increased for all values ofR. In the DD situation,
the finite element method can not reproduce the sudden chan
energy absorption capability forR50.473. This is, as we think

Fig. 9 Finite element mesh for „a… DD situation for „1…
RÄ0.348, „2… RÄ0 and „b… DND situation for „1… RÄ0.348,
„2… RÄ0
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 219
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due to the simplicity of the Norton-Hoff’s law, which neglects th
hardening phenomenon and the adopted two-dimensional p
strain. For the DND situation, it is obvious that the numeric
results describe fairly well the variation of the energy absorb
with R ratio at different strain rates notably forR,0.473~Fig. 7!.

Figure 8 shows both the numerical and experimental result
deformed cylinders profiles during different successive deform
states for the DD and DND situations, in the case ofR50.348. It
displays that the simulation reproduces almost correctly the m
of deformation. In fact, the deformed cylinder has acquired
shape~external and bore boundaries!, which agrees quite well

Fig. 10 Plastic strain distribution at compressive speed of 5
mm Õmin for RÄ0.348 „a… dÄ4, „b… dÄ4, „c… dÄ10 mm, RÄ0, „d…
dÄ4, and „e… dÄ9 mm in the case of DD situation
220 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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with the experimental one. Particularly, for the DND case, whe
the bore is not completely closed atd56 mm, but at 10 mm the
bore closure is almost terminated.

In the case ofR50.348, the distribution of the accumulate
plastic strain is presented, as an example, in Figs. 10 and 11
the DD and the DND situations respectively at different defle
tions. In spite of the difference between the DD and the DN
situations in their plastic flow mechanisms, the cylinders~for both
cases!, however, suffer from a plastic strain in their commun
contact region less important than that in certain zones around
bore~Figs. 10~b!, and~c! and Figs. 11~b! and~c!. The flow mecha-
nism that develops towards the bore direction undergoes pla
strain localization~plastic hinges! in the lateral extremities of the
deformed bore. These plastic hinges are often observed in ano
case of tube crushing@26#. Hence, they can be considered a
zones in which the damage will be initiated and then evolved
to the final fracture.

Fig. 11 Plastic strain distribution at compressive speed of 5
mm Õmin for RÄ0.348 „a… dÄ3, „b… dÄ6, „c… dÄ9 mm, RÄ0, „d…
dÄ4, and „e… dÄ7 mm in the case of DND situation
Transactions of the ASME
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V Conclusions
Motivated by its sensitivity to the quasi-static strain ra

(1025/s to 1023/s), the superplastic tin-lead alloy is used to re
resent the behavior of metallic materials in the intermediate
high strain rates.

A new metallic energy absorbing device is proposed in wh
the large plastic collapse of cylinders with constrained sides
end conditions is studied under lateral compressive load from
perimental and numerical points of view. The experimental inv
tigations show that the strain rate and the geometry of cylinder~R
ratio! have a remarkable role on the plastic collapse mechan
and the absorbed energy whatever the structural situation, i.e.
or DND. The capability of the system to absorb the energy
generally increased by increasing the strain rate and decrea
the ratioR for the same volume and cross-sectional area. Un
the same load and strain rate, the amount of deflection in
specimen decreases almost with the decrease in theR ratio. More-
over, for both structural situations, the flow mechanism around
cylinder bore of the deformable cylinder is studied at a giv
strain rate showing successively the bore closure mechanism
der different selected deflections.

This experimental study is supported by a numerical anal
based on the simple Norton-Hoff’s constitutive equation as
model describing the plastic behavior of superplastic alloy and
sensitivity to the strain rate. Therefore, the numerical analysi
the collapse behavior of the cylinders show acceptable predict
of several experimental aspects, namely, the flow mechanism
absorbed energy.

However, the actual modeling can not reproduce the even
change in the plastic collapse mechanism forR>0.348 especially
in the deformable-deformable case. Therefore, it will be a ju
cious choice when more experimental investigations will be c
ried out with a more sophisticated viscoplastic constitutive l
and three-dimensional finite element simulation to improve
predicted results.
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